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General
April was the month when
boosting of the political
and economic relations
with the neighbouring
China were in full swing.
Various projects worth
$46 billion, spread over a
period of 15 years, were
signed with China under
the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC).
Agreements were chiefly
for energy, transportation,
infrastructure and economic zones. In this connection, Pakistan has
awarded $1.5 billion contract for its largest solar
power project of 900MW
in Bahawalpur to a Chinese company. It was
also agreed that trade
worth $20 billion would be
enhanced between the
two countries.
In order to provide
healthy business environment to investors, a special committee to suggest
ways and means for improving ease of doing
business in the country,
has been formed. The
decision came in the
wake of the recent trade
policy review at the Geneva-based World Trade
Organization
(WTO),
where several member
countries raised voice
over the low-ranking of
Pakistan in the World

Bank’s Ease of Doing
Business Report.
Pakistan is keen to foster
trade as the government
is looking towards the
Association of Southeast
Asian Nations (ASEAN)
and Central Asian Republics (CARs) for opening
new avenues to boost
trade. Further, Pakistan
will construct dry ports at
the Torkham and Chaman borders in order to
facilitate bilateral trade
with Afghanistan. With
Iran, Pakistan has agreed
on a five-year trade facilitation plan for enhancing
bilateral trade to a volume
of $5 billion by eliminating
all non-tariff barriers under the Preferential Trade
Agreement 2006.
To deal with the issue of
energy availability, the
Economic
Coordination
Committee (ECC) of the
Cabinet decided to impose 17 per cent general
sales tax on the Liquefied
Natural Gas (LNG) and
other imported gas, and
has exempted the LNG
terminal operator from
income tax for five years.
It also extended 20-year
tax holiday to the Gwadar
Port for three more years
ending up to 23 years of
the tax holiday.
Sectoral
Projects of an accumu-

lated worth of Rs400.56
billion have been approved by the Central
Development
Working
Party (CDWP) and Executive Committee of the
National Economic Council (ECNEC), including
two mega power projects
of over 2200MW using
imported LNG and seven
projects related to education, communication, infrastructure and water
supply.
Considering performance
of the agriculture sector,
the Federal Board of
Revenue (FBR) has notified 25 per cent regulatory duty on import of
wheat and its products to
keep price of the domestic wheat competitive so
that farmers do not get
hit. This has been done in
pursuance of the decision
of the ECC (ECC) of the
Cabinet to discourage
wheat import and its products because of the falling
international prices.
Departmental
The update on daily fluctuating
macroeconomic
indicators is provided to
Minister for Planning, Development and Reform
Prof Ahsan Iqbal and
Secretary PD&R Hassan
Nawaz Tarar in order to
keep them informed with
the daily changing eco-
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nomic indicators.
During this month, the
country faced on average
3196 MW of energy shortfall, which forced the industry to run below its potential, further hampering
employment opportunities.
The disinflationary trend in
the CPI was observed in
March. The general inflation for the month stood at
2.5 per cent, whereas food
and non-food inflation was
0.5 and 3.9 per cent respectively.

Material for the Finance
Minister’s budget speech
was provided by this Section mentioning that growth
was expected to come from
the agriculture and services
sectors, while the manufacturing sector is a weaker
link this year. Overall, the
GDP growth is expected to
vary from 4.2 per cent to
4.5 per cent, which would
be heavily dependent on
the agriculture and services
sectors.
Comments were furnished

on a draft for the FATA
Sustainable Return and
Rehabilitation Strategy.
It was emphasised that
the investment in human
capacity building may be
continued even after
2016. It was also suggested that the Monitoring and Evaluation unit
for the achievement of
targets, specified in the
draft plan, may be
strengthened.

International Trade and Finance
This Section has updated
data for an analysis of the
External Sector performance of the economy. According to the data released by the PBS, exports decreased by 5.98
per cent and stood at
$17,931 million during July
-March 2015. In the same
period, imports increased
by 2.92 per cent and stood
at $33,998 million. The

average exchange rate in
March 2015 remained at
Rs101.76/$
against
Rs99.97/$ of March 2014.
Among other tasks, the
Section submitted the first
draft of chapter about the
Balance of Payments for
the Annual Plan 2015-16,
carried out export projections for 2015-16, attended
meeting in the Foreign office regarding visit of the

Maldives’ president, prepared brief for the Australian Foreign Minister’s
visit, requested the line
ministries to vet the
chapter on the BoP for
the 11th Five Year Plan
and furnished views and
comments regarding the
SAARC Human Resource
Development
Center (SHRDC).

Public Investment Programming

‘CM Balochistan Dr
Abdul Malik Baloch
called on Minister
MoPD&R Prof Ahsan Iqbal to discuss development
of the province.
The Minister assured the CM that
as per available
fiscal space, the
development
needs would be
catered to’

The Section coordinated a
meeting of the Priorities
Committee, held in the
Finance Division from 1317 April, while it also attended the meeting with
regard to the PSDP 201516.
A meeting was chaired by
Prof Ahsan Iqbal on April
13 to review the progress
of the PSDP 2014-15, and
preparatory work of the
PSDP 2015-16. He directed the concerned for
expediting the release of
funds to the executing
agencies so as to obtain
optimum level of utilisation
of development funds during 2014-15. The Minister
also gave certain guide-

lines for initiating formulation process of the PSDP
2015-16. The instructions
and guidelines are being
followed with the line ministries and divisions for an
effective implementation.
As a follow up of a meeting
held between the federal
Finance Minister and Chief
Minister Khyber Pakhtunkhwa on February 24 this
year, the Secretary PD&R
chaired the meeting with
officers of the Planning and
Development Department
(KPK government) on April
24 in the Ministry. In the
meeting, issues and bottlenecks of the PSDP-funded
projects, located in the
KPK, were discussed for

an effective implementation.
Chief Minister Balochistan Dr Abdul Malik Baloch called on Minister
MoPD&R Prof Ahsan
Iqbal on April 29 to discuss development of the
province. The Minister
assured the CM that as
per
available
fiscal
space, the development
needs of Balochistan
would be catered to. On
Dr Malik’s demand, Prof
Ahsan Iqbal approved
additional
funds
of
Rs354 million during
2015-16 for the Turbat
University.
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Plan Coordination
Preparation of the Annual
Plan 2015-16 is in progress. This Section coordinated with all sections of

Ministry, consolidated, forwarded to the Editor
(Development Communication) for editing, which was

Minister Prof Ahsan Iqbal, Secretary Hassan Nawaz Tarar, Dr Ishrat
Hussain, Dr Muhammad Afzal and others at the 7th meeting of the
Advisory Committee

the Ministry for provision of
the write-ups. A meeting
was convened under the
Chairmanship of Joint
Chief Economist (Macro)
Samiullah on April 24 to
review the progress and

‘A Norwegian delegation visited the
Ministry, and held
a meeting with
Chief Plan Coordination Section Dr
Muhammad Afzal
regarding ‘Capacity
Building of Survey
of Pakistan: Focusing on Preparation
of Geographic Information for Flood
Modelling’

Participants of the meeting

finalisation of the chapters
of the Plan 2015-16.
The 7th meeting of the Advisory Committee of Planning Commission was organised by this Section on
April 22 with Prof Ahsan
Iqbal in the chair. Draft
minutes have been put up
for approval of the Chair.
Material for the March Edition of the Newsletter was
received from different
sections and wings of the

uploaded on the official
website after approval from
the authority concerned.
Two-Year
Performance
Report of the MoPD&R
was finalised and forwarded to the Press Information Department (PID)
after approval of the Minister.
Meeting of the Senior Management Committee (SMC)
of the Planning Commission was organised by this
Section on April 2 and 3,
which was chaired by the
Minister. Chief Economist

Dr Muhammad Nadeem
Javaid gave presentation
on ‘Restructuring of PC/
PD&R’. After detailed
discussion, certain decisions were made.
The Year Book 2013-14
of the Ministry was finalised, and is in the process of printing.
Framework of the Institutional Cooperation Programme
A meeting was held between representatives of
the Norwegian Embassy
and Secretary PD&R regarding the FICP.
A Norwegian delegation
visited the Ministry, and
held a meeting with Chief
Plan Coordination Section Dr Muhammad Afzal
regarding
‘Capacity
Building of Survey of
Pakistan: Focusing on
Preparation
of
Geographic Information for
Flood Modelling’.
Monitoring of the project
‘Strengthening of Cooperation between Norwegian Accreditation (NA)
and Pakistan National
Accreditation
Council
(PNAC)’, under the umbrella of the FICP, was
carried out by Dr Muhammad Afzal along with
Deputy Chief PC Dr
Saleem Mohsan.

Prof Ahsan Iqbal and senior members having a discussion
during the meeting
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Money, Prices and Fiscal Policy

‘A report on inflation in Pakistan for
March was prepared in the global
context. The report identified the
reasons and implications of a subdued inflation rate,
both at the regional and domestic levels.’

General
Pakistan’s foreign exchange reserves crossed
$16 billion mark after a
release of $500 million
from the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) as
the 6th loan tranche under
36-month Extended Fund
Facility Programme.
The Privatisation Commission
recommended
the strike price of Rs168
per share for the sale of
government’s stake of
609 million shares in the
Habib Bank Ltd (HBL).
The Cabinet Committee
on Privatisation has approved the strike price
and an amount of $1 billion is expected to be
raised through this selling.
57 countries have been
approved as founding
members of a Chineseled infrastructure bank,
the Asian Infrastructure
Investment Bank (AIIB).
Sectoral
The government plans to
launch first countrywide
tax survey in 15 years
and increase tax rates on
high-end utility consumers and non-tax filers in
the coming budget.
The FBR launched the
second tax directory of
the parliamentarians and
general taxpayers for
2014 with a view to promote tax compliance culture in the country.
The government will slash
the customs tariff slabs to
five per cent from six per
cent in the federal budget
2015-16. The tariff rationalisation is part of the
commitment made to the

WTO during the Pakistan`s Trade Policy review. The government
reduced the customs tariff
slabs from seven per cent
to six per cent in budget
2014-15.
The Senate passed the
Securities Bill 2015 to
upgrade and consolidate
legal structure for regulating the capital market.
The Bill will move to the
National Assembly for
discussion and approval
prior to becoming a law,
which will institutionalise
higher degree of transparency, and stringent penalties for business misconducts.
The Securities and Exchange Commission of
Pakistan (SECP) registered 521 new companies
in March 2015 (increase
of 24 per cent as compared to the same period
of the last year). Out of
these, 88 per cent companies have been registered as private limited
companies, eight per cent
as single-member companies and four per cent as
public unlisted associations not-for-profit.
The annual CPI was registered at 2.5 per cent
(lowest in 12 years) by
March. Food inflation registered a meagre increase
of 0.5 per cent whereby
the SPI and WPI declined
by 1.9 per cent and 3.7
per cent respectively. The
persistent declining trend
in inflation led to cut in the
policy rate, which stood at
a decade low of eight per
cent.

Departmental
A meeting of the National Price Monitoring
Committee
(NPMC),
chaired by Finance Minister Ishaq Dar was held
on April 28. The Chief
(MP&FP)
represented
the MoPD&R. The committee noted the broadbased decline in inflation
and advocated proactive
role of both federal and
provincial governments
to monitor prices at the
consumer level.
A review of the FBR’s
tax collection during July
-March 2014-15 was
prepared, which recorded 12.2 per cent
rise in the FBR collection during the period.
A report on inflation in
Pakistan for March was
prepared in the global
context. The report identified the reasons and
implications of a subdued inflation rate, both
at the regional and domestic levels.
A review of the Monetary Developments (M2)
over July-March 201415 was prepared, which
discussed changes in
major indicators (Net
Foreign Assets, Net Domestic Assets, private
sector lending) in view of
the cut in policy rate.
The Section finalised the
draft chapter on ‘Fiscal
and Monetary Developments’ for the Annual
Plan 2015-16. The same
was done for the 11th
Five Year Plan, and forwarded to the Plan Coordination Section.
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Economic Appraisal
The Section analysed and
examined 22 PC-Is and
one PC-II of different projects and undertook costbenefit (economic, financial, unit cost) analyses
accordingly for consideration of the CDWP and
Concept Clearance Com-

mittee.
This Section also participated in 26 pre and post
CDWP meetings as a
member, and presented
the required view point.
The Chief Economic Appraisal represented the
Planning Commission as

member in the FATA
DWP meeting held on
April 16 at Peshawar,
and the AKCDC meeting
held on April 30 at Islamabad, and presented
required point of view.

TECHNICAL SECTIONS
Governance

‘Report on continuing the Public
Financial Management (PFM) reform agenda, and
post-PIFRA draft
completion report
were
examined,
and
comments
and views were
forwarded to the
Finance Division’

General
Contents of chapter on
the ‘Institutional Reforms
and Governance’ for the
11th Five Year Plan was
redrafted and updated in
consultation with the relevant ministries, divisions
and departments. The
chapter was forwarded to
the Plan Coordination
Section.
Chapter
on
‘Better Governance’ for
the Annual Plan 2015-16
has been prepared, and
forwarded to the PC Section.
Report on continuing the
Public Financial Management
(PFM)
reform
agenda, and post-PIFRA
draft completion report
were examined, and comments and views were
forwarded to the Finance
Division.
Comments and views for
meeting with the World
Bank’s mission on the
PIFRA ICR future PFM
collaboration
reform
agenda were prepared,
and meeting was attended.
Information about the
PSDP projects, updating
for the Public Accounts
Committee (PAC), was
prepared, and forwarded
to the Projects Wing.
Proposal for launching of
the
Prime
Minister’s

Youth Training Scheme at
the
National
LevelDemand of Interns was
examined and comments
were forwarded to the
Ministry of Inter-Provincial
Coordination.
Brief on the 3rd meeting of
the Steering Committee
for Development of Integrated
Transit
Trade
Management
System
(ITTMS) was prepared.
Authorisation of the project ‘Updation of Rural
Area Frame for the Conduct of Census/Survey’
was coordinated with the
PIA Section.
The post-CDWP meeting
of
the
project
‘Establishment of Urban
Planning & Policy Centre’
was organised, and minutes were prepared. Also,
another meeting of the
same nature was organised
for
project
‘Development of Integrated
Transit
Trade
Management
System
(ITTMS)’.
Departmental
This Section carried out
exercises of divergent
natures regarding the civil
service reforms, which
included:
consultation
with the Additional Chief
Secretary,
Balochistan
government; consultative
meetings of the Commit-

tees on Reforms in the
ICT; preparing guidelines on Five Steps Reform Cycle and Citizen
Client Charter; organising a meeting of the Performance-based Remuneration Committee and
issuing its minutes; coordinating with the line
ministries and divisions
for views and comments
on the Terms of Reference (ToRs) for study on
reforms, preparing a
brief for the Prime Minister on the status of reforms, and organising
progress review meetings on reforms with the
UNDP.
The ToRs of the Consultant
and
Logical
Framework of project
‘Reforms and Innovation
in Government for High
Performance’ were prepared.
Information for meeting
of the Priorities Committee 2015-16 was prepared.
Cases for payment of
monthly stipend to the
Young
Development
Fellows placed under
project ‘Young Development
Fellows
Programme’ of the Ministry
were finalised, and processed with the AGPR.
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Health

‘The
government
has taken a new
initiative to establish a cancer hospital in Islamabad
with state of the art
diagnostic
and
treatment facilities
for the people of
Islamabad and the
adjoining areas of
the Punjab, AJ&K
and
Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa’

The MoPD&R is leading
the process of acceleration and enhancement of
the CRVS in Pakistan,
and in this regard an institutional set up in the form
of a National Steering and
Coordination Committee
on the CRVS has been
notified.
The
second
meeting of the Committee
was held on
April 3 in the
Auditorium
of
the
Ministry,
which was attended by all
stakeholders
concerned from
the
NADRA,
PBS, provincial
as well as federating area representatives and
international
development
partners, including the WHO,
UNICEF
and
UNFPA. Representatives of the
provincial
government
representative nominated
their focal persons, and
agenda for the next meeting was finalised.
Five different projects of
the health sector were
approved by the CDWP
during April. Two projects
of the Expanded Program
of Immunization, and
Construction of Child
Health Care Centre in
Sukkur
were
recommended for approval of
the ECNEC. The later
project has been proposed to establish a 200
bed hospital for children
in Sukkur with the cooperation of the Economic
Development Fund of
South Korea.
The
government
has
taken a new initiative to
establish a cancer hospital in Islamabad with state

of the art diagnostic and
treatment facilities for the
people of Islamabad and
the adjoining areas of the
Punjab, AJ&K and Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa.
Detailed
pre-feasibility of the project in the form of PC-II
has been approved, and
Rs20 million have been
earmarked for the project

The Planning Commission also approved the
Prime Minister’s National
Health Insurance Programme, which aims to
improve health status of
the people by ensuring
access to quality healthcare, especially enhancing coverage, access to
secondary and priority

initially.
A batch of 35 students of
MSc (Medical Administration) of the Armed Forces
Postgraduate
Medical
Institute (Rawalpindi) visited the Planning Commission to apprise themselves of the roles, functions and responsibilities
of the Commission. Chief
Health Section Dr Fazli
Hakeem Khattak welcomed the participants,
and a detailed presentation was given by the
Joint Chief Economist
(Macro) on the current
macroeconomic
issues
and Vision 2025. At the
end of the event, a memento and books on public health and preventive
medicine were presented
to Deputy Commandant
AFPGMI Brig Ajmal.

treatments of the poor
and vulnerable population with the objectives of
reducing
out-of-pocket
catastrophic health expenditures by the insured
families for inpatient care.
In Phase-I, the project
will cover 3.3 million families in 23 districts of the
country. The Scheme will
cover secondary healthcare, including day care
and maternity services.
Priority treatment list for
inclusion
consists
of
cardio vascular diseases,
diabetes, burns, road
traffic accidents, renal
diseases and dialysis,
tuberculosis,
hepatitis,
Human
Immunodeficiency
Virus
(HIV),
chronic liver diseases,
chemotherapy, radiotherapy and surgical oncology.
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Nutrition

‘The
year-wise
comparison
for
March 2014 to
2015 showed that
cost of the food
basket decreased
by seven per cent
in Sindh, 1.1 per
cent in the KPK
and 0.3 per cent in
Balochistan’

Officers of the Section
attended the Infant Young
Child Feeding (IYCF)
Technical Advisory Group
2-day workshop from
April 2 to 3 in Islamabad,
which was organised by
the Ministry of National
Health Services Regulation and Coordination
(NHSR&C) and UNICEF.
The main agenda of the
workshop was situational
analysis of the IYCF and
formulation of the IYCF
national strategy. Also,
the officers attended a
seminar on ‘Eat Right and
Stay Healthy’, which was
organised by the Home
and Health Sciences Department of the Allama
Iqbal Open University
(AIOU) Islamabad on
April 9. The main theme
was to deliver information
on different healthy aspects of diet for life, including health and diseases.
Chief Nutrition and Focal
person SUN attend a
meeting at Lahore on
April 22 regarding the
Punjab Multi-Sectoral Nutrition
Initiatives.
The
meeting was chaired by
Member (Social Sectors)
Planning and Development Board, Punjab.
Sectoral
Proceedings of the consultative meeting – held
on March 30 of this year –
to review ‘Food Composition Table (FCT) and Dietary Guidelines (DG) for
Pakistan’ were finalised,
and shared with all participants. Assistant Country Manager, along with

Nutrition Focal Person
from the FAO, visited the
Nutrition Section to discuss action plan to start
the revision of the FCT
&DG.
A meeting of the SUN
Donor’s Network was
conducted in the office of
the Chief Nutrition on
April 7. Representatives
of the World Bank, DFID,
AUSAID, USAID and
European Union (EU)
briefed about their funding programmes and mutual coordination.
The Asia Regional Workshop on ‘Tracking of Nutrition-relevant Allocations
in Budgets’ held in Bangkok (Thailand) April 15-16
conducted by the SUN
Secretariat. The aim of
the event was to accelerate efforts for reporting
nutrition-related
budget
allocations among countries in the SUN Movement. More than 50 participants from the SUN
Movement
Secretariat
and countries, that is,
Bangladesh, Indonesia,
India, Nepal, Pakistan,
Philippines,
Tajikistan,
Vietnam, and Yemen,
participated.
Fivemember delegation from
Pakistan,
including
a
Member of the Punjab
Assembly, attended the
workshop.
The Chief Nutrition, along
with the Nutrition Development
Partners,
attended meeting at the
Planning and Development Department Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa on April 10
at Peshawar regarding

establishment of the Provincial SUN Unit at P&DD
KPK. The meeting was
chaired by the Secretary
P&DD KPK and senior
representatives of the
relevant provincial departments participated.
Departmental
Write-ups for the nutrition
sector to be incorporated
in the Annual Plan 201516 and Pakistan Economic Survey 2014-15
were prepared, and submitted to the concerned
for further processing.
A monthly (for April this
time) research activity is
being conducted regularly
on cost of the food basket, which is based on
national average consumer prices of essential
commodities of major
food items at the federal
and provincial levels for
provision of 2150 calories.
Estimated cost of the food
basket decreased by1.2
per cent in Balochistan,
0.2 per cent in Sindh
whereas cost increased
0.7 per cent in the KPK,
0.6 per cent in Islamabad
and the Punjab, and 0.2
per cent at the national
level in comparison to
March of this year.
The year-wise comparison for March 2014 to
2015 showed that cost of
the food basket decreased by seven per
cent in Sindh, 1.1 per cent
in the KPK and 0.3 per
cent in Balochistan. It increased 7.5 per cent in
Punjab, 1.4 per cent at
the national level and 0.6
per cent in Islamabad.
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Population and Social Planning
Finance Division.
The NHSR&C Division,
NIPS, provincial population welfare departments
and other concerned
were contacted, and
based on their input/s, a
write-up for the Annual
Plan 2015-16 was prepared and sent to the
Plan Coordination Section.
Revised PC-I of the
Scheme ‘Population Welfare Services in District
Islamabad
(2010-15)’,
Capital
Administration
and Development Division, was received in this
Section for consideration
of the CDWP. Working
papers for the CDWP
and pre-CDWP were prepared. A follow-up action
was initiated in the light

After relieved of his duties from the Board of
Investment,
Qamar
Abbas re-assumed the
charge of the Deputy
Chief (BS-19) Population
and Social Planning Section April 1, but later on,
he proceeded to join the
17th Senior Management
Course at the National
Institute of Management,
Islamabad.
For write-ups, to be used
for the Economic Survey
2014-15, the Section
contacted the NHSR&C
Division and National
Institute of Population
Studies
(NIPS),
and
based on the received
input/s, the same was
shared with the Plan Coordination Section for
further submission to the

of minutes of the preCDWP. The PC-I will be
considered in the forthcoming meeting of the
CDWP.
The Section furnished
comments on the Concept Note of the SAARC
Development
Report
(SDR) 2015-16.
The Population Welfare
Department (AJ&K) was
contacted to furnish its
comments on ‘Record
Note of Joint Session of
AJ&K Legislative Assembly and AJ&K Council’,
which was held on February 5 at Muzaffarabad.
The responses and comments were received,
and the same were
shared with the Advisor
(Development
Budget)
and Council Section.

Food and Agriculture

‘In March this year,
Urea offtake was
429 thousand tonnes,
which
increased by 11.7
per cent, while
DAP offtake was
48 thousand tonnes, which decreased by 34.5
per
cent
over
March 2014’

The Section prepared
and conveyed talking
points of speech, made
by Prof Ahsan Iqbal at
the 3rd Islamic Science
Exhibition held on April
21 under the auspices of
Al-Huda Foundation, Islamabad.
Draft of ‘FATA Rehabilitation Strategy’ was examined and comments
for improvement in the
document were submitted to the higher authorities for approval.
The Pakistan Strategy
Support
Programme
(PSSP), in collaboration
with the Planning Commission, organised a
workshop to promote
research capacities for
enhancing the economic
growth of Pakistan.
As per directions of the
Minister PD&R, the Section continued communication with stakeholders

for organising the ‘Forum
on Agriculture, Pricing
Trends and its Possible
Implications on Rural
Economy in Pakistan’.
The Section facilitated
the Ministry of National
Food Security and Research (MNFS&R) regarding arrangements for
holding meeting of the
‘Federal Committee on
Agriculture (FCA)’, in the
P-Block Auditorium.
Other activities of the
Section included: communication with the relevant ministries for validation of the chapter
‘Agricultural
Development’ for the 11th Five
Year Plan 2013-18; representation of the Ministry in the annual meeting
of the ‘API’s Committee
on Rice Paddy, 2015-16
Crop’, held on April 20
under the auspices of the
Agriculture Policy Insti-

tute (API); representation
of the Section in a meeting of the Board of Governors (BOGs) of the
Pakistan Agricultural Research Council (PARC)
held on April 7; preparation of minutes of the
CDWP meeting; comments on various issues
relating to the food and
agriculture sector; and
collection of information
and carried out preparatory work for the material
(2nd instalment) to be
incorporated in the Pakistan Economic Survey
2014-15.
The draft ‘Livestock Vision 2025’ was examined
and comments for improvement in the draft
were submitted to the
higher authorities for approval.
A research paper on the
analysis of consumption
pattern of agricultural
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households in the Punjab
was
examined,
and
views and comments
were offered to the Employment and Research
Section.
The Section attended
meetings of the Priorities
Committee, Ministry of
Finance, regarding the
Ministry of Ports and
Shipping, Ministry of National Food Security and
Research, etc. for the
year
2015-16,
and
DDWP at the Chief Commissioner Office.
The Section collected
information and data for
the chapter ‘Agriculture

and Food Security’ for
the Annual Plan 2015-16,
and submitted its second
draft to the Plan Coordination Section.
As follow-up, the committee met on April 4 under
the Chairmanship of
Member (I&M) for discussion and reviewing the
modified PC-I of the project
‘Establishment/
Construction of Cold
Store Fruits, Vegetables
and Date Processing
Unit, District Turbat, Balochistan’. The committee found it satisfactory.
The Committee recommended the PC-I for is-

suance of authorisation
at a cost of Rs500 million
with certain observations.
The minutes of the preCDWP meetings on projects ‘Development and
Indigenisation of Small
Scale Processing Technologies’
and
‘Upgradation of Nuclear Institute
of
Agriculture
(NIA), Tando Jam’ were
finalised and issued accordingly.
Also, the Section prepared chapter on
‘Livestock and Fisheries’
for the Annual Plan and
the 11th Five Year Plan.

Industries and Commerce
A meeting regarding reappropriation case of the
TUSDEC projects with
the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of the TUSDEC (Lahore) was held
on April 23 in the office of
Chief (I&C) PPMI Complex, Islamabad.
A
new
PC-I
of

‘Certification
Incentive
Programme for SMEs’
was examined and comments were submitted.
Draft chapter for the Annual Plan 2015-16 was
prepared and submitted.
Proposal of the HMC
regarding induction of 70
personnel and their train-

ing at the HMC submitted
for approval of the higher
authorities.
The Section revised PC-I
for the PITAD under consideration for preparation
of working paper for the
CDWP.

PROJECTS WING
National Fertilizer Development Centre

‘Proposal of the
HMC
regarding
induction of 70
personnel
and
their training at
the HMC submitted for approval of
the higher authorities’

Production of all fertilizer
products during March
2015 was about 597
thousand tonnes. Out of
this, urea production was
431 thousand tonnes
(72.2 per cent share in
total production). Other
products were: DAP 71
thousand tonnes, CAN
42 thousand tonnes, NP
42 thousand tonnes,
SSP three thousand tonnes and various grades
of NPKs seven thousand
tonnes. Imported supplies
comprised
five
thousand tonnes of DAP,
one thousand tonne of
MOP and SOP each, and
57 thousand tonnes of

urea.
During March 2015, total
nutrient
offtake
was
about 259 thousand tonnes, which was 1.1 per
cent more than March
2014. Among the nutri-

ents, nitrogen offtake
was 221 thousand tonnes, which increased by
6.4 per cent, phosphate
offtake was 34 thousand
tones, plunged by 25.5
per cent and potash off-
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‘A refresher training
session was conducted on use of
the Project Monitoring and Evaluation
System (PMES) for
the Project Directors and officers of
the Establishment
Division at the National Institute of
Management (NIM)
Peshawar ‘

take was 3.7 thousand
tones, which surged by
44.3 per cent over March
2014.

est fertilizer data and
information to the Ministry of Finance for its publication ‘Pakistan Eco-

In March this year, Urea
offtake was 429 thousand tonnes, which increased by 11.7 per cent,
while DAP offtake was
48 thousand tonnes,
which decreased by 34.5
per cent over March
2014.
Sectoral
The NFDC participated in
various meetings, which
included: Fertilizer Review Committee (FRC) in
the Ministry of Industry
and Production to discuss Kharif fertilizer supply and demand situation, stakeholder’s meeting on rice crop held in
the API, Islamabad to
give views on fertilizer
prices and availability,
and international conference on ‘Innovative Agriculture Financing’ organised by the State Bank of
Pakistan and FAO on
April 28 and 29 April, and
gave valuable inputs regarding the fertilizer sector.
The Centre supplied lat-

nomic Survey 2014-15’,
and provided comments
regarding import of urea
fertilizer for Kharif to the
Ministry of Industries and
Production.
The NFDC prepared
working paper regarding
fertilizer supply-demand
situation during the coming Kharif for the Federal
Committee on Agriculture
(FCA) meeting, held in
the Ministry of National
Food Security and Research (MoNFS&R) on
April 10. Also, the Centre
briefed the federal minister for NFS&R on fertilizer issues and availability during the Rabi 201415 and Kharif 2015.
Departmental
Monthly Fertilizer Review
of Mid-April 2015 has
been published, and issued to all the stakeholders.
Projects Wing
Visits
Member (I&M) Muhammad Shahid Chaudhry,
along with officers of the

Projects Wing, visited the
Neelum-Jhelum Hydro
Power Project Muzaffarabad on April 8 and 9.
CEO of the Project
Lt.-Gen.
(retired)
Muhammad Zubair
briefed the delegation, who visited
different
sites of the Project.
In order to discuss the critical
issues of pending job of the
project
construction of the
Pak Secretariat
Blocks
(Lifts
and HVAC), a
meeting
was
held on April 20
in the office of
the Projects Wing with
Member (I&M) in the
chair.
Member (I&M) visited
two development projects Lowari Tunnel and
Access Roads (Dir), and
Golan Gol Hydro Power
Project (106 MW) in Chitral from April 21 to 23.
Strategies to boost the
progress of these projects were discussed in
detail with the project
authorities and a future
physical and financial
plan of both the projects
were suggested so that
further delay in completion could be avoided.
Management Information System
A refresher training session was conducted on
use of the Project Monitoring and Evaluation
System (PMES) for the
Project Directors and
officers of the Establishment Division at the National Institute of Management (NIM) Peshawar on April 7 and 8.
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‘Statistical
and
Mathematical
Tools for PolicyMaking course was
designed to provide
an overview of how
policy is developed
in the federal government, and what
are the statistical
tools used for formulising any public
policy’

During April, two each
regular and customised
training courses were conducted. Officers of the
public sector organisations, falling under the
federal and provincial governments, participated in
these courses.
General
As part of the spring plantation
drive,
different
plants were planted at the
PPMI, which were donated by the CDA.
Director Strategic Planning & Evaluation and
Secretary
Governing
Boards of the Commonwealth Secretariat Dr Nabeel Goheer visited the
PPMI on April 2, and different options for collaboration regarding trainings
were discussed. Also, Research and Education
Specialist UNICEF Pakistan Musarrat Yousaf visited the Institute on April 3
to discuss collaboration in
capacity-building.
Designer team of the
NESPAK visited the Institute on April 7 regarding
the concept designing
works of training halls and
auditorium as per the direction
of
Minister
MoPD&R and Deputy
Chairman Planning Commission Prof Ahsan Iqbal.
The 3D views, along with
cost estimate of the interior works, were received
from the NESPAK on April
9 and accordingly forwarded to the Minister for
vetting and approval to be
incorporated in the PC-1
of the proposed project
titled ‘PPMI Centre of Excellence’.
Sectoral Trainings
Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) Framework
(April 7–10)
Main objective of this

Participants of the Project Preparation, Appraisal, and Evaluation with DG PPMI Dr Muhammad Ali Noor

course was to develop
participants’ skills for developing feasible proposals in the fields of energy,
environment and climate
change – based on the
Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) rules and procedures. This way, the
participants can contribute
to the sustainable development of a developing
country, like Pakistan. 16
participated in this course.
Project Preparation, Appraisal and Evaluation (April
13–17)
This customised course
was for Mid to Senior-Level
officers of the Planning and
Development Department,
Balochistan. The objectives

design, planning, implementing, monitoring and
closure; hands-on understanding in preparing project documents, that is,
from PC-I to PC-V; to develop an understanding
about appraising projects
and analysing viability of
projects; awareness about
the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and how to
develop SMART indicators;
how to conduct stakeholder
consultations; and understanding of procurement
and financial management.
13 officers attended the
course.
Statistical and Mathematical Tools for PolicyMaking, April 20–24

Participants of the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM)
Framework course with Director General PPMI Dr Muhammad Ali Noor

This training course was
of the course included: to designed to provide an
develop an understanding overview of how policy is
about project identification, developed in the federal
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government, and what
are the statistical tools
used for formulising any
public policy. This course
will help the attendees to
make sense of a number
of complex factors, which
are enduring features of
the public policy landscape, while keeping the

and analysing viability of
projects; awareness about
KPIs and how to develop
SMART indicators; how to
conduct stakeholder consultations and an understanding of procurement
and financial management.
Departmental

The DG National Accountability
Bureau
(NAB) visited the Institute
and held a meeting with
the DG PPMI regarding
collaboration for induction training of the NAB
officers.
The DG PPMI attended a
meeting regarding imple-

Participants of the Statistical and Mathematical Tools for Policy-Making course with DG
PPMI Dr Muhammad Ali Noor

We are on the
Web
www.pc.gov.pk

Planning Commission
P-BLOCK, PAK SECRETARIAT,
ISLAMABAD—PAKISTAN.

interest of candidates at
the forefront of policy
formulation. It will provide
participants with a sound
understanding of policy
development process. 37
officers participated in
this course.
Project Preparation, Appraisal and Evaluation,
April 20–24
This course was a customised one for 20 officers of the Ministry of
Defence. The objectives
were to develop an understanding about project
identification, design, planning, implementing, monitoring and closure; handson understanding in preparing project documents,
from PC-I to PC-V; to develop an understanding
about appraising projects

A meeting was held at the
PPMI regarding the GIS
and monitoring as per
directions of the Minister.
It was chaired by the
Member (I&M), and attended by the Member
(S&T) and Vice Chancellor of the University of
Swabi.

mentation of the CPEC
projects. The projects
schedule development in
the MS Project is being
carried out as per directions of Prof Ahsan Iqbal.
Dr Ali Noor also attended
meeting about the Annual Plan 2015-16.

Participants of the training course ‘Project preparation,
evaluation and appraisal’

